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Abstract—It is important to explain the advanced 

nanotechnology to the college students in higher education for 

training their creativity and arousing their learning interests. In 

this paper, a new method was developed for teaching the new 

technology in a vivid manner. The results demonstrated that an 

analogical comparison between a traditional technique and an 

advanced one not only can effectively promote the students to 

understand the new one, but also can be used as a useful tool to 

encourage the student to do more self-learning about material 

science and engineering in higher education. With electrospraying 

as a technique model, the difficulties in clear explanations this 

complicated new process in the class could be easily overcome by 

the usage of traditional spraying as a start point. Based on their 

past knowledge and experience about the spraying processes, the 

college students majoring in material engineering were able to 

quickly grasp the essences of electrospraying, discriminated the 

differences between electrospraying and spraying. Some students 

eagerly went to the experimental laboratory to carry out some 

experiments about the preparations and characterizations of 

electrosprayed protein microparticles. 

Keywords—Higher education; Material engineering; 

Electrospraying; Spraying; Analogical teaching   

I. INTRODUCTION  

Technology always acts as a vital element of teaching 
materials for the college students in high school, who major in 
the subject of Material Science and Engineering [1-3]. The 
interdisciplinary field of materials science and engineering 
involves the discovery and design of new materials, and what is 
important is the technologies exploited to create these new 
materials. From an engineering standpoint, a material cannot be 
used in industry if no economical production method for it has 
been developed [4]. Thus, the material processing technologies 
are very important in the field of materials science and 
engineering [5], which should be taught to the high school 
students as far as possible.  

Shown in Fig.1, when a new desired product is needed, it 
first needs to be designed and the start crude materials should 
be carefully selected. Later, the material processing technology, 
which includes a single step or consists of a series of material 

processing and transferring processes, will play its role in 
converting the crude materials to the designed products. The 
products must be subjected a series of characterizations and 
analysis before it can be utilized as commercial products for 
commercial applications. Certainly, the material science 
theories will play a fundamental role during all these conversion 
and analysis processes.   

 
Fig. 1. Material processing technology acts as a key element in the practical 

teaching system of Material Science and Engineering 

The material science and engineering is very broad field 
with different materials require different processing 
technologies. For example, the processing of metals has 
historically been very important and is studied under the branch 
of materials science named physical metallurgy. As of the early 
21st century, new methods are being developed to synthesize 
materials at micro-scale. Thus in this paper,  a popular and 
advanced nanotechnology--electrospraying is selected as an 
example to show how to explain clearly to the college students 
in higher education, with a traditional technology--spraying as a 
reference.  

II. TRADITIONAL SPRAYING AND THE ADVANCED 

ELECTROSPRAYING  

Analogical comparison is a very useful way for explaining 
new meaning to the college students of material processing 
technology through comparing their known knowledge to the 
unknown one [2,3]. Here, to the college students majoring in 
Materials Science & Engineering, the traditional spraying is 
known and advanced electrospraying is unknown to them.  

Shown in Fig. 2 is a typical processes of the traditional 
spraying technology for preparing particles. The system is 
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complicated to include a series of components such as air 
compressor, filter, storage pot, heater, liquid pump, a series of 
gas fans, and whirl separator. However, the key concept is that 
the spraying is a material processing technology, which starts 
from a working dope and ends in a product of solid powders. 
The produced fibers often have a diameter at the macro-scale [6, 
7].  

 
Fig. 2. A schematic diagram of the traditional spraying processes for creating 

particles, the inset showing a typical spraying of perfume. 

 
Fig. 3. A schematic diagram of the electrospraying process. 

The electrospraying process is a relatively simple process, 
just as the popular electrospinning process [8-17]. A diagram is 
shown in Fig. 3. It is a useful technology for preparing the 
particle-based materials at the micro-scale, such as polymeric 
micro-particles, protein micro-particles and their composites in 
a “top-down” manner [18, 19]. An electrospraying system is 
often composed of four components, i.e. the high-voltage 
power supply, the working fluid driving pump, the spinneret 
and the particle collector [20-23]. The technique essentially 
involves making a solution of a solute or a mixture in a volatile 
solvent, and ejecting this from a syringe fitted with a metal 
needle (the spraying head). A high potential difference is 
applied between the spraying head and a grounded collector. In 
a typical electrospraying process, a liquid is fed to a metal 
capillary at the end of which a droplet is formed. When the 
droplet is exposed to a strong electric field, a charge is induced 
on its surface. Provided the liquid has sufficient electrical 
conductivity, there will be a range of combinations of the liquid 

flow rate and the applied voltage for which the drop will assume 
a conical shape (the Taylor cone). At the apex of this cone, a 
narrow jet is formed (cone-jet mode) which subsequently 
breaks up into fine droplets (Fig. 3). Electrospraying first 
generates near-monodisperse droplets whose size can be varied 
between a few to hundreds of micrometers. Later, the droplets 
rapidly shrink due to the fast evaporation of solvents resulting 
from the Coulombic explosion (Fig. 3). The huge surface areas 
of the micro-droplets provide the possibility for complete of the 
solvents and the solidification of products. The facile 
interactions of electrons with fluid solvents accelerate their 
evaporation.  If the solvent evaporates well, the droplets shrink, 
and finally solid particles are formed, a typical electrospraying 
is shown in Fig. 4, in which the atomization is obvious after the 
Taylor cone.  

 
Fig. 4. A digital picture of a typical electrospraying process, in which the 

working fluid is a protein solution. 

III. COMPARISON FOR EFFECTIVE TEACHING THE NEW 

TECHNOLOGY  

A detailed comparisons of the spraying technology and the 
electrospraying are included in Table 1 for the students to 
effectively understand the meaning of the advanced 
nanotechnology from the traditional one. They are similarities 
in the following aspects: 1) Both belong to granular formation 
technology; 2) And thus both start from liquid solutions and 
their final products are similarly solid materials; 3) To fulfill the 
goal, both comprise the similar four parts, the fluid driving and 
measuring systems, the atomization force systems, the 
particulate collection systems and the spraying head.  

However, Table l has listed the major differences between 
these two particle-forming techniques. First, their fundamental 
mechanisms are different, one by electrical forces and the other 
through mechanical atomization. Second, under their different 
mechanisms, their apparatuses are different, for example, one 
using aluminum foil as collector to taking advantage of its 
conductivity and the other  using  whirl separator; one using 
syringe pump to drive and measure the fluid volumes and the 
other often using compressing air. Third, their working fluids 
often have different concentrations and comprise different 
solvents. Forth and the most important one, their products are 
different, which determine the electrospraying is an advanced 
nanotechnology whereas the spraying is a traditional 
particle-forming technology. The electrosprayed particles often 
have a diameter of several nanometers to several microns. 
Shown in Fig. 5 are scanning electron microscope images of a 
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kinds of protein particles from the electrospraying process (Fig. 
5a) and the traditional spraying process (Fig. 5b). Obviously, 

the sprayed particles have a size of several decades of microns, 
an order of magnitude larger than the electrosprayed products. 

 
Fig. 5. SEM images of the protein particles from the electrospraying process (a) and the traditional spraying process (b).

TABLE I COMPARISON OF THE SPRAYING AND THE ADVANCED ELECTROSPRAYING  

Item electrospraying spraying 

Working fluid 
Solute 

Solid solute and/or  

Functional ingredient 

Solid solute and/or  

Functional ingredient 

Solvent Volatile organic solvent  Common solvent  

Fundamental mechanism 
Electrical forces interact with the 

working fluids 
Mechanical atomization  and heating 

System 

Power supply Typically 0-60 kV  Mechanical forces 

Spraying head Model for nanostructure Model for leading fluids 

Pump Syringe pump Compresses air driving 

Collector Aluminum foil Whirl separator 

Product Products at nanoscale   Products at macroscale  

IV. SUMMARY 

The grasp of advanced modern material processing 
technologies is very important for the college students majoring 
the subject of material science and engineering. How to explain 
clearly the advanced nanotechnology to the college students in 
higher education in a vivid way is very important for training 
their creativity and arousing their learning interests. With 
electrospraying and spraying as models, we explain how to 
carry out the analogical teaching of advanced technology in 
higher education.  By the usage of traditional spraying as a start 
point, and based on their past knowledge and experience about 
the spraying processes, the college students were able to 
quickly grasp the contents of electrospraying, discriminated the 
differences between electrospraying and spraying. From 
traditional technique to advanced technique can comprise an 
effective method for the college students to learn the unknown 
knowledge about the advanced techniques from their known 
experiences about traditional ones.  
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